
How to set up the Rug Doctor machine for carpet cleaning 

1. Pull down the black handle on the white recovery tank, lift up the clear dome lid and pull out 

the white recovery tank.  

(May need a new image) 

 

 

 

2. A)   Fill the lower red tank (underneath the recovery tank) with 9L of hot tap water and 2/3 

cup of Rug Doctor cleaning solution. Ensure that the cleaning solution and hot water does 

not exceed above halfway up the filter.  

B) Every time you refill the lower red tank, empty the white recovery tank and wash and 

clean the filter.  

 

A)   
 

B)  
 



3. Add 1/3 Cup of Rug Doctor Antifoam to the recovery tank and replace the recovery tank 

back to the start position 

 

4. Replace the clear dome lid back onto the recovery tank and secure by pulling up the black 

handle.  

 

 

 

5. Make sure the Rug Doctor solution hose is connected to the brass connector (back of 

machine) 

 

  
 

6. Plug Rug Doctor machine into the powerpoint 

 

  



How to deep clean carpet 

7. Ensure white button on top of machine is flat on carpet, push on button to turn on machine.  

 

 
 

8. Press and hold the red button down on handle of machine and walk backwards slowly to 

release solution spray onto carpet. Machine must be flat all time to clean carpet. Release the 

red button to stop solution spray. 

 

 

 

 

9. When water stops coming into the clear dome, take out the white recovery tank empty and 

repeat step 3. 

  



How to use the Upholstery Hand Tool 

10. Set up machine as per step 1. Add ½ cup of Britex Upholstery Cleaner and 9L of hot tap 

water into the lower red tank. Ensure that the upholstery cleaning solution and hot water 

does not exceed above halfway up the filter. Follow step 3 and 4 

11.  Disconnect the brass connector by pulling down the brass connector. Attach brass 

connection from Upholstery Hand tool onto the brass connector 

 

12. Disconnect the grey hose by pulling the hose up and out and connect the grey hose on the 

Upholstery hand tool to the machine.  

 

 
 

13. Turn white button on top of machine to Upholstery/Hand Tool.  

14. Squeeze on black handle of Upholstery Hand Tool to release cleaning solution. Move the 

tool in a top to bottom motion on upholstery for best results.  

15. Release lever on hand tool and pass over cleaned area to vacuum up excess solution 

16. Repeat step 9 as required 


